Genesis and mechanism of microstructural scale deformation and cracking in ZnAlMg coatings
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HIGHLIGHTS

• Plastic deformation-based criteria are revealed to comprehend the origin and mechanism of cracking in ZnAlMg coatings.
• Micro-mechanical properties and orientations of microstructural constituents are correlated with the cracking/damage.
• Most of the cracks were nucleated in detrimental binary eutectic phase.
• Substantial heterogeneous deformation within the coating led to stress/strain localization mostly in the binary eutectic.
• Primary zinc grains with a low Schmid factor (m < 0.32) and a low strain hardening exponent (n < 0.33) experienced cracking.

ABSTRACT

In-depth investigation of the microscale deformation behavior of ZnAlMg coatings is essential to reveal the origin and mechanism of cracking in these coatings. In this work anisotropic microstructural damage and cracking of multiphase Zn1.8Al1.8Mg alloy coatings produced by hot-dip galvanization process on a steel substrate have been studied extensively. Nanoindentation coupled with orientation image microscopy (OIM) is utilized to determine the local micro ductility/strength of the existing phases as well as the orientation dependent micromechanical properties of primary zinc grains. Plastic deformation and damage behavior of the coating are evaluated through in-situ tensile/bending tests, micro-digital image correlation and in-situ OIM analyses. Stress distribution fields and nucleation sites of cracks within the coating microstructure are investigated using extended finite element method. Three quantitative plastic deformation-based criteria are revealed to correlate the coating microstructure to micro-mechanical properties to comprehend the cracking phenomenon. In particular, the binary eutectic is identified as the most detrimental constituent for compatible plastic deformation. Local strain hardening exponent and Schmid factor of primary zinc grains are found to play a significant role in clarifying the cracking behavior. The results of this study are considered as an important step towards designing microstructure controlled ZnAlMg coatings with superior formability.

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Zinc-coated steels produced via hot-dip galvanization (HDG) process are regarded as the vital materials for household, construction and automotive industries. By addition of aluminum and magnesium (both elements >1.5 wt%) to the conventional pure zinc coatings, the resultant ZnAlMg coating offers superior corrosion resistance and friction/wear performance [1,2]. Nevertheless, these hot-dip ZnAlMg coatings currently deliver very low cracking resistance once subjected to forming processes [3,4]. Microstructural damages of ZnAlMg coatings lead to cracking in severely deformed areas and result in the formation of large opening sites and subsequently deteriorate the in-service corrosion resistance. Thus, obtaining in-depth knowledge of the underlying causes and sources of the damage is considered to be instrumental in designing cracking-resistant ZnAlMg coatings.

Most of the research works on ZnAlMg coatings in the literature have been assigned to microstructure, corrosion resistance and production techniques rather than mechanical properties, cracking behavior and forming performances [5–10]. Previous studies have examined the mechanical response and cracking of conventional hot-dip pure zinc coatings, reporting the effect of coating thickness [11], the role of texture [12], grain boundary features [13], roughness driven plasticity [14], intergranular cracking [15], adhesion performance [16], deformation modes [17], substrate and stress state roles [18,19], and HDG process parameters [20,21]. A few studies have been also conducted on the as-cast bulk alloys with chemical composition close to ZnAlMg coatings. It has been reported that, the deformation of cast ZnAlMg alloy is substantially influenced by temperature and strain rate, resulting in the activation of various basal, non-basal and twining systems [22]. Primary zinc (Zn) grains are declared as the most probable suppliers to bulk deformation compared to existing eutectics in ZnAl alloy [23]. A specific study regarding cracking of ZnAlMg coatings was conducted by Park et al. [24] on Zn2.5Al3Mg and Zn6Al3Mg coatings. They utilized cross-sectional electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis and stated that crystallographic orientations of the primary Zn and the eutectic constituents affect the cracking tendency of the coating subjected to bending. Based on the cross-sectional observations, they reported that the occurrence of cracking alongside the basal plane in (0001) perpendicular to normal direction of the zinc grains/eutectic phases was remarkably high. They stated that, due to the difference in coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between the coating phases and the substrate, a tensile stress regime is generated in the coating. The anisotropic elastic moduli (E) of the phases present were used to interpret cracking in the coating. In addition, they observed microstructure cracking both in the as-received and deformed conditions of some samples. Although they performed valuable observation on the cracking phenomenon of ZnAlMg coatings and indicated the effect of crystallographic orientation, there still remain many open questions and uncertainties regarding the actual cracking behavior of these coatings. In particular, the following critical issues are not sufficiently covered: (1) the micro-mechanical analysis of the phases present and their interaction in the microstructure, (2) the origin and mechanism of the microstructural scale cracking, (3) the plastic deformation-based causes to explain the orientation dependent cracking of these coatings, where it must be noted that the cracking of metallic materials is mainly governed by plastic deformation rather than by elastic behavior as received main attention in previous work. Moreover, to get proper insight in cracking behavior, it is required (1) to perform more extensive orientation imaging microscopy (OIM) with more statistical data, (2) to map with sufficient local precision stress/strain field during deformation within the microstructure to capture the onset and localization of damage and cracks. Only such extensive studies will develop the required knowledge allowing the developments of new precise strategies to reduce the cracking tendency and improve the ductility of ZnAlMg coatings.

Considering the aforementioned literature, plastic deformation and cracking mechanism of ZnAlMg coatings have thus not been systematically scrutinized yet. In this study owing to in-situ evaluations, we have established an in-depth approach towards comprehending the genesis and mechanism of microstructural scale cracking in Zn1.8Al1.8Mg coatings (MagiZinc®) for the first time. To address this, real-time in-situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM) deformation assessments, multi-aspect microstructural and OIM, local micro-mechanical properties determinations by nanoindentation, microdigital image correlation (μ-DIC) and finite element analysis (FEA) were exploited to analyze microstructural evolution, plastic deformation and damage/cracking of ZnAlMg coatings. The main contribution of the present paper is to correlate the micro-mechanical properties and crystallographic orientations of microstructural constituents with cracking/damage behavior. In particular, we have developed quantitative plastic deformation-based criteria - as a collective predictive benchmark - to firstly comprehend damage and cracking origin/mechanism, and secondly providing some insights to enhance the cracking resistance within these coatings.

2. Materials and methods

The as-received Zn1.8Al1.8Mg coated steel sheets with a total thickness of 0.61 mm (coating thickness 10–15 μm on both sides of the steel sheets) produced by continuous hot-dip galvanization process (HDG) were cut into small samples (10 × 10 mm) for microstructural characterizations. The surface of the samples was first mechanically polished using 1 μm diamond suspension and water-free lubricant on a Struers MD Nap disc to obtain relatively smooth surface. Thereafter it was flat ion milled for 15 min by means of an ion polisher (JESTOL IB-19520CP) in order to attain a good surface quality for microstructural characterizations, nanoindentation tests and EBSD analysis. The surface morphology/microstructure of the coating was studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Philips XL30-PEG ESEM), Electron dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping was performed in Tescan LYRA SEM–FIB dual beam microscope.

In order to evaluate local micromechanical properties of different phases in the coating microstructure, nanoindentation experiments are conducted utilizing MTS Nano Indenter XP with a Berkovich tip using the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) mode. Load controlled indentations with an applied force of 3 mN and spacing of 8 μm between the indents are employed. This spacing value is chosen based on the grain size of primary zinc to collect enough statistical data over the microstructural components of the coating. Yield strength (σy) and strain hardening exponent (n) associated with each indent are calculated using raw nanoindentation data analyzed in a MATLAB code generated based on the method proposed by Dao et al. [25].

To analyze the chronological damage and cracking mechanism in the coating, in-situ tensile tests were carried out utilizing Kammrath & Weiss (K&W) 5000 N tensile and compression module in SEM. The tensile samples had a gauge dimension of 11.5 mm (length) × 3.5 mm (width) × 0.61 mm (thickness). The cracking behavior was also evaluated by in-situ bending (buckling) experiments using the same stage on 20 mm (length) × 7 mm (width) × 0.61 mm (thickness) rectangular samples (see Fig. S1 in the supplementary data). In this study, in-situ bending tests were performed in such a way that two shorter sides of the rectangular samples were fixed and compressed using the module. In-situ μ-DIC analysis was performed to acquire strain mapping in the multi-phase microstructure of the coating. For high accuracy DIC study, the tensile sample was prepared with the same procedure given earlier and followed by decoration of the coating surface using yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) nano-particles solution to achieve proper image contrast and particle distribution. GOM Correlate software was used for DIC post processing analysis. The same preparation method was also employed for tensile/bending test samples. The configuration of the in-situ tests and tensile specimen are provided in supplementary data (see Fig. S2a). It should be mentioned that, in this study all the mechanical tests were conducted at room temperature.
OIM analyses on nanoindented regions and cracked zones were performed using SEM, Philips XL30 ESEM equipped with EBSD detector. Scanning step size of 200 nm and acceleration voltage of 25 kV were used to acquire EBSD patterns. In order to locally investigate the orientation dependent damage and cracking initiation in the microstructure, in-situ OIM and tensile test were carried out utilizing a K&W tensile module in a Tescan LYRA FIB/SEM equipped with an EDAX TSL OIM system (see Fig. S2b in supplementary data for the configuration of in-situ EBSD experiment). All the obtained EBSD data were then analyzed by means of EDAX-TSL OIM™ Analysis 8 software.

Extended finite element method (XFEM) was exploited to simulate stress fields and predict the damage/crack initiation within the coating microstructure subjected to tension. For this purpose, a two dimensional (2D) microstructural representation was utilized and exposed to uniaxial tensile force from both lateral sides. The model was generated by partitioning the 2D representation in accordance with a distribution and morphology of the phases in a real region of interest (ROI) of the microstructure. The mechanical properties obtained by nanoindentation and in-situ tensile/DIC tests were implemented into the FEM model for the corresponding phases within the microstructure. Traction-separation damage model was used to capture the crack initiation phenomenon in this simulation executed in commercial ABAQUS™ software.

### 3. Results and discussions

#### 3.1. Microstructure and local mechanical properties

SEM micrographs of Zn1.8Al1.8Mg coating microstructure are demonstrated in Fig. 1. The microstructure consists of three different constituents, i.e. primary zinc (Zn), binary eutectic (BE) and ternary eutectic (TE). Elemental distribution within the microstructure was revealed by EDS (see Fig. 1b–d). As it can be observed, Zn is spread all over the coating, whereas magnesium is detected in the binary and ternary eutectics. Aluminum element can be only observed in the ternary eutectic. The dark ribbons in the binary and ternary eutectics correspond to MgZn2 intermetallic compound as shown in Fig. 1a. Therefore, thin binary eutectic platelets of Zn/MgZn2 and fine granular/fibrous ternary eutectic composed of Zn/MgZn2/Al are surrounded by primary zinc grains (10 to 50 μm in diameter) within the typical microstructure of Zn1.8Al1.8Mg coating. It should be noticed that, the fraction of MgZn2 phase in the binary eutectic is significantly higher than that of the ternary eutectic.

From solidification point of view, it has been reported that [26], first Zn crystals are solidified followed by the solidification of interdendritic binary eutectic and ternary eutectics, respectively. Depending on the coating composition and HDG processing parameters, several types of microstructures are reported in the literature [27]. Due to non-equilibrium conditions in HDG process (including fast cooling rates), it is less likely that Mg2Zn11 intermetallic has been formed (see XRD pattern of the coating in Fig. S3 in supplementary data). The characteristic

![Fig. 1. (a) SEM micrograph showing the microstructure of ZnAlMg coating consisting of three phases, and the corresponding elemental map of (b) zinc, (c) magnesium and (d) aluminum.](image-url)
diffraction peaks associated with Mg$_2$Zn$_{11}$ phase are not detected in the obtained XRD pattern.

The first and foremost step towards understanding the mechanical response of a polycrystalline multiphase metallic material is to study the local mechanical properties of existing phases and their global interactions. For this purpose, around 180 nanoindentation tests were performed on the coating surface to cover enough grains. The principle target in these experiments was to capture all the existing phases using nanoindentation with a relatively high collected statistical data.

Example of force versus displacement into surface curves associated with nanoindentation tests conducted on various phases are shown and compared in Fig. 2. Based on these curves one can notice that, the micromechanical behavior and work hardening of each phase is essentially different from each other. Zinc phase exhibits the highest penetration tendency of this phase to withstand plastic deformation. On the other hand, the MgZn$_2$ phase exhibits the lowest elastic modulus among the constituents in addition to elastic properties. Here, strain hardening expressed as the angle between the hexagonal c-axis of Zn grains and the loading (indentation, tension) direction. According to Hertz, the orientation angle, $\theta$, is defined as the angle between the hexagonal c-axis of Zn grains and the loading (indentation, tension) direction. Accordingly, the corresponding local strain hardening exponents (n-values) of Zn grains attained by nanoindentation versus the measured $\theta$ values are plotted in Fig. 5. It is worth mentioning that, for each data point given in Fig. 5, depending on the availability of the indented grain orientations, at least four indented grains with close HCP crystal orientation to [0001] direction were considered and the average amount of corresponding n-values was used.

As it can be noticed, measured n-values exhibit an increasing trend with respect to $\theta$. Accordingly, a forth order polynomial was fitted on the data points ($R^2 = 0.98$) and the expression was found as follows:

$$n = 1.428 \times 10^{-8} \theta^4 - 2.233 \times 10^{-6} \theta^3 + 1.027 \times 10^{-4} \theta^2 - 4.631 \times 10^{-5} \theta + 0.29$$

where $\theta$ is the orientation angle of Zn grains, i.e. the angle between the hexagonal c-axis of Zn grains and the applied loading (indentation, tension) direction, and n is the strain hardening exponent. Therefore, as a consequence of HCP mechanical anisotropy, a plastic deformation parameter (n-value) was successfully linked to crystal orientation. This empirical equation enables revealing the deformation behavior at microstructural scale and therefore to evaluate micro-ductility response of Zn grains undergone specific deformation test. This equation can also be applied to evaluate the micro-ductility of other zinc-based alloys. The trend observed in Fig. 5 seems to be consistent with the reported elastic modulus variations with respect to the anisotropy of Zn crystals [28].

3.2. Crack initiation behavior

3.2.1. In-situ tensile and bending tests

Chronological observation of the coating microstructure subjected to tension is a key factor to scrutinize the origin of cracking in ZnAlMg coatings. To achieve this, in-situ SEM uniaxial tensile experiment is...
conducted in such a way that cracking evolution can be traced locally. A ROI at the gauge length center of ZnAlMg coated steel tensile specimen was selected and tracked while performing the tensile tests at multiple intervals. The true stress–strain curve of Zn1.8Al1.8Mg coated steel obtained by tensile test is given in Fig. 6a. As revealed, the steel substrate exhibit Lüders band behavior (Upper yield strength = 410 MPa) in the early stages of the plastic deformation followed by strain hardening up to $\varepsilon = 0.21$, reaching the ultimate tensile strength 508 MPa. The SEM micrographs of ROI evolution at selected critical intervals during in-situ tension are illustrated in Fig. 6b–d (the tensile direction is horizontal).

As it can be observed in Fig. 6c, by applying 1.5% strain on the substrate/coating system, first micro-cracks start to nucleate at the binary eutectic (shown by circles in Fig. 6c) throughout the ROI of the coating microstructure. The cracking initiation corresponds to the global stress of 400 MPa occurring in the Lüders region described in Fig. 6a. The pronounced crack initiation can be explained by the nanoindentation results discussed in Section 3.1. As it has been demonstrated, despite exhibiting high yield stress value, the binary eutectic offers the lowest micro-ductility among all the phases due to the presence of brittle MgZn$_2$ intermetallic. It is significant to note that, the attained flow curve of the substrate/coating system is mostly controlled by the much thicker steel substrate. Therefore, the measured global stress/strain may differ from the actual stress/strain magnitudes imposed within the thin ZnAlMg coating microstructure. The cracking initiation corresponds to the global stress of 400 MPa occurring in the Lüders region described in Fig. 6a. The pronounced crack initiation can be explained by the nanoindentation results discussed in Section 3.1. As it has been demonstrated, despite exhibiting high yield stress value, the binary eutectic offers the lowest micro-ductility among all the phases due to the presence of brittle MgZn$_2$ intermetallic. It is significant to note that, the attained flow curve of the substrate/coating system is mostly controlled by the much thicker steel substrate. Therefore, the measured global stress/strain may differ from the actual stress/strain magnitudes imposed within the thin ZnAlMg coating microstructure. In addition, deformation of the steel substrate having Lüders behavior can generate an inhomogeneous stress field over the coating leading to stress/strain localization. The possible negative effect of Lüders banding behavior of the steel substrate on the cracking of ZnAlMg coating has been shown previously [30]. In particular, the binary eutectic comprising of a ductile component (Zn) and a brittle component (MgZn$_2$) experiences latent stress contrast in its constituents resulting in early failure. In other words, very thin lamellas of binary eutectic prescribe a size effect in which dislocation source for slip is limited leading to early fracture of this phase. These explanations can contribute to illuminate the early fracture of binary eutectic at around 400 MPa global stress, in spite of exhibiting high yield stress (650 MPa) estimated by nanoindentation method. As deformation proceeds to 15% global strain, the formed cracks are mostly widened and arrested by the adjacent Zn grains. Most of the primary zinc grains seem to be able to accommodate the applied deformation, yet there exist some damages in a few zinc grains indicated by red circles in Fig. 6d. In order to figure out the contributing factors determining the cracking tendency of primary Zn grains, detailed EBSD analysis is conducted and will be discussed further in Section 3.4.

In addition to in-situ tensile experiments, some in-situ bending (buckling) tests are also performed to evaluate the bendability of the ZnAlMg coatings. Fig. 7a depicts the microstructure of the coating after 15° bending. As it can be observed, all of the cracks initiated in the binary eutectic in transgranular mode confirming the previous observations regarding less-ductile binary eutectic phase in tensile test. The pronounced discrepancy of mechanical properties between the binary eutectic and primary zinc grains resulted in arresting the micro-cracks at the binary eutectic/primary Zn interface at small bending angle up to 15°. By increasing the bending angle to 30°, some more cracking incidents take place within the microstructure as presented in Fig. 7b. The initiated crack in the binary eutectic further propagates through primary Zn and may be deflected towards another Zn grain on its path. In spite of not detecting any crack deflection in tensile tests, here the cracking behavior seems to be different in bending mode exhibiting both propagation and deflection. However, as it can

![Local mechanical properties obtained by nanoindentation associated with different phases of ZnAlMg coating: (a) elastic modulus; (b) hardness; (c) strain hardening exponent and (d) yield strength.](image-url)
be noticed in Fig. 7b, not all the Zn grains may serve as propagation or deflection cracking sites for the initiated micro-crack.

3.2.2. DIC analysis

The obtained global strain by means of in-situ tensile test incorporates the mechanical response of both the steel substrate and ZnAlMg coating. Certainly, the measured global strain may differ from the actual strain values and distributions within the coating microstructure undergone tension. Digital image correlation (DIC) can assist in evaluating the micro-mechanical behavior of individual microstructure constituents [31]. Fig. 8a illustrates the decorated ROI of the coating microstructure prior to in-situ tensile/μ-DIC analysis. The ROI is composed of fair amount of primary Zn, binary eutectic and ternary eutectic with the typical distributions within the coating microstructure. Fig. 8b demonstrates the overlaid DIC strain map on the ROI after applying 1% global tensile strain.

Some interesting phenomena can be detected using this analysis. The imposed tensile deformation on the coating led to heterogeneous strain partitioning within the coating microstructure. Most of the strain accumulation takes place over the binary and ternary eutectics rather than the primary zinc grains. Although both binary and ternary eutectics experienced severe strain localization, in the case of binary eutectics it mostly leads to crack initiation with large opening due to its low micro-ductility. In spite of exhibiting highly deformed zone, ternary eutectic seems to accommodate the applied deformation without exhibiting crack at this stage. On the other hand, a nucleated crack within the binary eutectic is detected as designated in Fig. 8b. Nevertheless, some primary zinc grains may also tolerate strain localization due to their non-favorable crystallographic orientations for plastic deformation. This issue will be discussed in details by using EBSD analysis on the cracked zinc grains. It should be noticed that, narrower strain concentration is developed regarding primary Zn grains compared to the

---

Fig. 4. OIM analysis on a nanoindented region: (a) SEM micrograph, (b) image quality plus inverse pole figure map, (c) image quality plus kernel average misorientation map and (d) image quality plus twinning map (twin boundaries are indicated by red lines). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
eutectics. The pronounced strain distribution contrast could be also influenced by deformation-driven effects from underlying steel substrate. Since the conducted DIC analysis lies in the early stage of Lüders band region of the steel substrate (onset of crack initiation in the coating), heterogeneous stress/strain transfer from substrate to the coating may play a significant role in the observed strain field in the ROI. In other words, the coating microstructural components fail to accommodate the multiaxial stress generated by the underling substrate [32]. In addition to obtaining strain field mapping, the precise local strain value at which micro-cracks were initiated was also captured using DIC analysis, typically in the range of 0.03–0.04.

3.2.3. Finite element analysis (FEA)

In order to estimate the local stress distribution and predict the cracking initiation within the microstructure of ZnAlMg coating, a set of extended finite element method (XFEM) simulation was performed on a two dimensional (2D) microstructure representation. The generated 2D FEM model, experimental ROI subjected to tension, von Mises stress field result and shear stress distribution are illustrated in Fig. 9.

The XFEM results imply that, most of stress concentration is substantially generated in the binary eutectic as shown in Fig. 9c. A severe stress localization can be noticed in the brittle binary eutectic between the two adjacent Zn grains reaching a maximum 692 MPa. By meeting the critical point required for crack initiation (around 1% tensile strain), the binary eutectic begins to crack perpendicular to the loading direction. This simulation agrees well with the experimental observation of the ROI given in Fig. 9b. As indicated by arrows in Fig. 9d, due to the large variation of mechanical properties between the primary zinc and binary eutectic, severe shear stress concentrations are created at the phase boundaries. Therefore, large difference of mechanical properties (i.e. yield strength and micro ductility) in the coating microstructure seems to be detrimental for the formability of the coating and facilitate the cracking phenomenon during tension. A more homogenized microstructure incorporating phases with high micro-ductility (i.e. primary zinc and ternary eutectic) seems to be helpful to restrain the stress localization and subsequently to delay/hinder cracking initiation in ZnAlMg coating. It is worth mentioning that, integrating the extended...
finite element model with crystal plasticity approach can further improve the prediction of cracking behavior of ZnAlMg coatings, which is not the main focus in this work.

3.3. Damage development and deformation analysis

Damage development and deformation mechanisms as the integrated result of micro-mechanical properties and crystallographic orientation are studied intensively using in-situ EBSD analysis next. As the consequence of high mechanical anisotropy, low symmetry and hexagonal unit cell, zinc-based alloys normally exhibit heterogeneous deformation as the five independent slip systems required for von Mises criterion fail to be satisfied [23]. The reported [33] principal slip systems of HCP zinc are depicted in Fig. 10. Second order pyramidal and twining may also add to these deformation mechanism based on the condition of the loadings [17].

To scrutinize the microstructural evolution, deformation mechanism and damage development in ZnAlMg coating, a set of uniaxial tension combined with real time in-situ EBSD analysis was exploited. Fig. 11 demonstrates the results of in-situ EBSD analysis on a chosen ROI in the center of the gauge length of tensile specimen. The experiment was conducted in three stages, i.e. ROI prior to deformation (Fig. 11a), ROI at 0.5% tensile strain (Fig. 11b) and at 2% tensile strain (Fig. 11c). Each part of Fig. 11 encompasses the following items: corresponding SEM micrograph, image quality (IQ) plus inverse pole figure (IPF) map, IQ plus Schmid map, IQ plus local orientation spread (LOS) map and finally LOS distribution chart of each test stage which are also written on the top of Fig. 11.

As Fig. 11a depicts, the chosen ROI prior to deformation consists of three typical constituents i.e. primary Zn, binary eutectic and ternary eutectic indicated by arrows in the SEM micrograph. Some twins are also visible in the primary zinc parent grains as indicated in the IPF map. Concerning Schmid maps in Fig. 11, it is important to state that, the principle Zn slip systems displayed in Fig. 10 (including all the equivalent crystallographic families) were considered and the corresponding Schmid maps were calculated and plotted according to tensile principle stress state along rolling direction (RD). As shown in Schmid map of Fig. 11a, Zn grains numbered 1 and 2, exhibit a high Schmid factor (m) 0.48, whereas their twining products have a low m-factor 0.21. In contrast, Zn grain No. 3 exhibits low m-factor equals to 0.19. LOS distribution chart and map of ROI prior to deformation suggest that, the number fraction of low orientation spread (0–1°) is predominantly high. By applying 0.5% tensile strain, the number fraction of intermediate orientation spread (1–2°) becomes dominant as described in Fig. 11b. As the deformation proceeds to 2% tensile strain, more microstructural evolution is occurred as presented in Fig. 11c. The needle-like twins are coalesced and grown within their parent grains as the consequence of lack of available slip deformation. In principle, the ratio of critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) among basal slip and twining is described as 1:15 [17]. Thus, the principle slip systems presented in Fig. 10 seemly fail to prevail as dominant deformation mechanisms in some regions and subsequently an alternative deformation twinning is activated. The number fraction of high angle LOS (2–3°) is substantially increased in this stage compared to the previous steps. The most concentrated sites of high LOS values are designated by arrows in the LOS map in Fig. 11c. Grain No. 3 with a low m-factor, twin boundaries and binary eutectic experienced high LOS concentration. Moreover, reaching the required strain/stress for crack initiation in this step, some micro-cracks are formed in the binary eutectic as shown in the SEM micrograph (Fig. 11c). The origin of these micro-cracks are revealed in MgZn2 platelets in the magnified
SEM image. Interestingly, the cracked sites in the ROI exhibit high LOS values in their vicinity as indicated by dashed ellipses in LOS map. Therefore, it is noticed that the higher the LOS value, the higher the probability of the microstructural features to suffer damage and cracking. Twin boundaries and Zn grains with low m-factor are revealed as two other potential sites for damage development within ZnAlMg coating microstructure. It should be noticed that, despite measuring relatively high m-factor (0.42) associated with the binary eutectic, it has undergone cracking during the imposed plastic deformation. This is probably attributed to the fact that, the binary eutectic is comprised of brittle and non-deformable MgZn2 platelets which are not considered in the calculation of Schmid factor. Therefore, the Schmid factor criterion is only applicable for the deformation analysis of the primary Zn grains in this study. To scrutinize the cracking genesis in the binary eutectic, regardless of crystallographic orientation parameter, it is necessary to take into account the residual tensile stress built within the thin platelets as the consequence of difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) during solidification of Zn and MgZn2 constituents [24], or pronounced solidification shrinkage [34] resulting in microcrack formation in the thin lamellas. Some evidences of such hypothesis are provided in the supplementary data (see Fig. S4).

3.4. Cracking mechanism

In addition to the cracking genesis in ZnAlMg coating system studied in this work, the cracking mechanism of the primary Zn grains is essential to investigate. As it is manifested in Section 3.2.1, some primary Zn grains may experience damage during deformation and result in large open cracks. To elaborate on the cause for this phenomenon, EBSD analysis is conducted on the regions encompassing cracked Zn grains. Fig. 12 depicts the EBSD results of a cracked area after 10% strain subjected to uniaxial tension, and Figs. 13–15 demonstrate EBSD results of three different cracked areas on a coating sample bent to 30°. All these figures include image quality (IQ), IQ plus inverse pole figure (IPF), the corresponding Schmid map and HCP unit cells of the critical numbered grains. For the bent sample, the same procedure is followed for Schmid factor calculation as described earlier, assuming dominant tensile stress regime on the top free surface of a bent specimen [35,36]. The detailed crystallographic orientation and micro-mechanical information of all labeled grains with numbers are given in Table 1. Using the expression (Eq. 1) established on orientation-micromechanical properties relationship in Section 3.1, strain hardening exponent of various grains is calculated and reported in Table 1. It should be noted that, the n-values are calculated by measuring θ - HCP orientation angle with respect to RD (parallel to the tensile direction) - and plugging in Eq. (1).

According to the results given in Fig. 12 and Table 1, all the Zn grains with a low m-factor and low n-value experienced transgranular cracking during tensile test. For instance, grain No. 1 having c-axis almost parallel to the tensile direction or RD (θ = 2.1°), exhibited a very low strain hardening exponent (n = 0.289) and also quite low Schmid factor (m = 0.03), oriented unfavorably and consequently experienced cracking. On the other hand, grain No. 3 possessing a high n-value 0.368 and a pretty high m-factor accounts to 0.44 exposed as a favorable orientation to accommodate plastic deformation without enduring cracking. In addition, the formed cracks in grains No. 1 and 2 are arrested at the boundaries of adjacent grains with a high m-factor. Fig. 13 (area No. 1) delivers...
more insight towards the cracking of the microstructure subjected to bending. The observed crack in this figure, seems to be initiated in MgZn$_2$ phase and further propagated through the neighbor Zn grains. Grain No. 1 oriented with c-axis nearly parallel to RD exhibiting low m and n values, serves as an unfavorable orientation and underwent cracking. Whereas, the other adjacent Zn grain (No. 2), possessed an
orientation with c-axis perpendicular to RD, and prevails as a favorable alignment for resisting crack propagation. Furthermore, Fig. 14 (area No. 2) confirms the previous observation indicating the importance of grain orientation to activate primary slip systems of HCP Zn and resulting in high m-factor to repel crack formation. The created crack in this area are also got arrested when reaching to a ductile Zn grain with high m-factor. Based on Fig. 15 (area No. 3), one can notice that, almost all the Zn grains with low m and n-values cracked perpendicular to RD after bending test. However, grain No. 5 with almost high m-factor (0.39) and intermediate strain hardening exponent \( n = 0.321 \) displayed a cracking deflection site in the bent sample. This observation is mainly attributed to the fact that, the deformation gradient (including shear stress) in the bending test is more complicated than that of uniaxial tensile regime (the implemented stress state for Schmid factor calculations). The observed cracking deflection incidents are rarely seen in the coating microstructure and are only formed with a specific \( \theta \) around 32° in bending mode rather than uniaxial tension. Hence in general, taking both m and n parameters into consideration, primary Zn grains with \( m < 0.32 \) and \( n < 0.33 \) display cracking during deformation. It is significant to notice that, by providing unfavorable orientation for global deformation, the observed cracks are all formed along the basal cleavage plane of Zn crystals. These (0001) cleavage planes are regarded as the most detrimental cleavage orientations for zinc-based alloys [37] leading to brittle fracture [38]. Based on the aforementioned results, the spatial orientation of the primary Zn grains with respect to loading direction play an important role in extent of cracking in ZnAlMg coatings. An additional supportive EBSD results on a different cracked region is given in supplementary data (see Fig. S5).

4. Final remarks

In this paper we manifested that the micro-mechanical and crystallographic orientation dependent interplay between the microstructural constituents of ZnAlMg coating determines the origin and extent of damage and cracking within these coatings. To gain such end, we methodically introduced a plastic deformation-based approach to address the underlying mechanisms using specific criteria. These three plastic-deformation based criteria can be described as follows: (1) Different micro-ductility behaviors are revealed for various phases in the coating microstructure, indicating the binary eutectic as the most detrimental constituent in which most of the cracks initiate; (2) Primary Zn grains possess different magnitudes of local strain hardening exponents \( n \) values as a result of HCP zinc orientation angle \( \theta \) correlated by Eq. (1). Accordingly, Zn grains with unfavorable orientations with respect to loading direction (exhibiting \( n < 0.33 \)) endured cracking during tensile/bending deformations; (3) Based on the deformation mechanism analysis, Schmid factor field associated with coating microstructure was determined for tensile and bending modes. Correspondingly,
Zn grains with a low Schmid factor \( m < 0.32 \) lacking dislocation motion for plastic deformation experience cracking. The collective package of the mentioned criteria offers a quantitative benchmark incorporating micromechanical properties, spatial orientation and deformation response to anticipate damage and cracking of ZnAlMg coating microstructure.

**Fig. 14.** OIM analysis on the cracked area No. 2 after bending: (a) image quality (IQ); (b) inverse pole figure (IPF) map over IQ; (c) Schmid map plus IQ and (d) selected HCP crystals of numbered Zn grains.

**Fig. 15.** OIM analysis on the cracked area No. 3 after bending: (a) image quality (IQ); (b) inverse pole figure (IPF) map over IQ; (c) Schmid map plus IQ and (d) selected HCP crystals of numbered Zn grains.
To elaborate, a schematic representation of microstructural scale cracking behavior of ZnAlMg coatings is given in Fig. 16. Cracking path begins with nucleation of tiny micro-cracks in MgZn2 platelets of binary eutectic as the result of strain localization in this region in stage I. As the deformation proceeds to a certain stress/strain threshold, these micro-cracks coalesce and grow mostly perpendicular to binary eutectic platelets (e.g. stage II in Fig. 16). When the crack reaches the interfaces between the primary Zn grains and binary eutectic, there might be two situations according to the in-situ evaluations performed earlier. The first circumstance is that the adjacent Zn grain (e.g. Zn grain No. 1 in Fig. 16) exhibits an orientation close to [0001] perpendicular to the loading direction, i.e. the cases given in Fig. 17a and b. In this situation, the primary slip systems of Zn grain are activated by easy dislocation motion and subsequently ductile plastic deformation takes place instead of cleavage cracking (assuming the force direction is parallel to RD). Consequently, the crack is arrested in the primary zinc grain boundary. On the contrary, the second circumstance is that the adjacent Zn grain possesses an orientation with HCP c-axis parallel to the loading direction (see Fig. 17c) and incorporates low m-factor and n values, serving as a favorable site for the propagating crack (e.g. cracked Zn grain No. 2 at stage III, Fig. 16). In particular, by increasing of $\theta$ (the orientation angle of HCP c-axis with respect to the loading direction) from 0 to 90°, cleavage (brittle fracture) becomes less dominant, and principle ductile deformation mechanisms including basal dislocation slip effectively activate and prevent crack propagation. The mentioned cracking mechanism is associated with the coating undergone uniaxial tension. However, for bending mode, there might be an additional

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Area no.</th>
<th>Zn grain no.</th>
<th>Average grain orientation</th>
<th>Orientation angle, $\theta$ (°)</th>
<th>Schmid factor, m</th>
<th>Strain hardening exponent, n</th>
<th>Cracked?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tensile</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$[6 1 2 6 T][1 0 0 1]$</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$[3 6 1 T][1 1 5 2 T]$</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$[3 7 1 3 6 2][1 3 5 2 2 2]$</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$[1 5 3 2][7 1 2 1 2]$</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$[1 0 1 1 T][1 1 6 T 1]$</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$[1 1 4 3 3][1 5 1 1]$</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$[1 0 1 2 T][6 3 5 T 2]$</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>$[0 1 1 2 3][1 5 1 0]$</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>$[1 3 0 3][1 4 1 0]$</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>$[2 1 1 2 2][1 0 6 4 3]$</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
<td>$[7 4 1 1 0][3 6 9 2]$</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>$[1 2 1 3 2][1 0 6 5 0]$</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 16. Schematic representation of the cracking mechanism in ZnAlMg coatings.

Fig. 17. (a) Zn HCP crystal orientation favored for cracking resistance type 1, (b) Zn HCP crystal orientation favored for cracking resistance type 2 and (c) Zn HCP crystal orientation leading to cracking (assuming the loading direction is parallel to RD).
stage called crack deflection. Based on the attained results, if the neighbor Zn grain of a propagating crack is aligned with a maximum θ = 35° to RD, cracking deflection may occur by cleavage in stage IV as shown in Fig. 16. It should be stated that, Fig. 16 delivers the typical cracking mechanisms of ZnAlMg coatings; however, an individual crack may also form in a zinc grain with unfavorable orientation without prior nucleation in the binary eutectic.

Considering the foundation laid in this study, some practical insights can be derived for reducing cracking tendency and accordingly designing a new generation microstructure controlled formable ZnAlMg coatings. The volume fraction of hard but brittle MgZn2 intermetallic need to be reduced in the microstructure. This can be achieved by decreasing the fraction of binary eutectic encompassing large amount of MgZn2 platelets. This solution is feasible by tailoring the composition (Al/Mg contents) in the coating and/or galvanization processing parameters. Orientation modification strategies should be implemented in such a way that (1) zinc grains orientate their basal plane parallel to the substrate/coating surface (Fig. 17a); (2) the basal plane of zinc grains preferably align parallel to tensile loading direction (Fig. 17b). In addition, grain refinement can be considered as a suitable solution to increase the ductility index by introducing more grain boundary and dislocation obstacles to resist crack propagation. This solution can be performed via composition control and/or modification of HDG process parameters.

5. Conclusions

The origin and mechanism of damage/cracking in hot-dip ZnAlMg coatings on a steel substrate is extensively investigated. Multi-aspect characterization and mechanical testing evaluations including nanoindentation coupled with EBSD, in-situ SEM tensile/bending, in-situ EBSD, μ-DIC analysis and XFM simulations, are integrated to correlate the micro- mechanical properties with the microstructure in order to profoundly comprehend the cracking behavior. On the light of this study, corresponding microstructure controlled formable ZnAlMg coatings can be designed. The following conclusions can be summarized:

- The microstructure of Zn1.8Al1.8Mg coating consists of three typical constituents including primary zinc, binary eutectic and ternary eutectic. The binary eutectic contains zinc and MgZn2 platelets whereas the ternary eutectic is composed of zinc, MgZn2 and aluminum.
- According to the nanoindentation results, despite possessing the highest yield strength, the binary eutectic exhibits the lowest strain hardening exponent (n), i.e. the lowest micro-ductility among the phases. An empirical equation is proposed to correlate n with the orientation of the primary zinc grains to analyze the cracking tendency of individual grains.
- Based on the chronological observations during in-situ tests, most of the cracks are nucleated in the binary eutectic at hard but brittle MgZn2 intermetallic platelets.
- μ-DIC and XFM analyses reveal a substantial heterogeneous deformation leading to stress/strain localization mostly in the binary eutectic where most of the cracks initiate. In contrast, the ternary eutectic can bear large deformation without cracking.
- In-situ EBSD suggested that, compatible plastic deformation cannot be fulfilled in ZnAlMg coating and alternative twinning mechanisms activate to accommodate imposed plastic deformation in zinc grains. The primary Zn grains with a small Schmid factor, twin boundaries and the binary eutectic phase/interface are detected as the most probable damage incident sites within the coating microstructure.
- Plastic deformation based criteria are revealed to explain/understand the cracking mechanism of the coating. In general, the primary Zn grains with a low Schmid factor (m = 0.32) and a low local strain hardening exponent (n = 0.33) as a result of their spatial orientation and mechanical anisotropy experience high cracking tendency during deformation.
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